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Localization of two-dimensional electrons in a random magnetic field

K. Yakubo and Y. Goto*

Department of Applied Physics, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan
~Received 28 May 1996!

The localization properties of a two-dimensional electron system in the presence of a random magnetic field
are numerically studied by calculating directly eigenstates of large systems. Analyzing eigenstates themselves
gives precise information on the localization of wave functions compared with that obtained from transport
properties. The finite-size scaling analysis for quasi-one-dimensional wave functions clearly shows that
the single-parameter scaling hypothesis is valid for this system and all states are localized. Furthermore,
an analysis based on the multifractality of alocalized wave function also supports these results.
@S0163-1829~96!05444-6#

The scaling theory of localization predicts that all elec-
tronic states in a disordered potential are localized in an in-
finite two-dimensional~2D! system.1 In a strong and homo-
geneous magnetic field, however, extended states due to the
broken time-reversal symmetry appear. This effect has been
intensively studied in connection with the quantum Hall
effect.2 It is quite natural to ask whether extended states exist
in a 2D system in which the time-reversal symmetry islo-
cally and randomly broken by a random magnetic field
~RMF!. Although this is a stimulating and fundamental ques-
tion and was proposed fifteen years ago,3 there had been no
systematic study on this problem for a long time because of
the lack of corresponding realistic systems. In recent years,
however, a great deal of effort has been concentrated on the
localization properties of a noninteracting 2D charged ferm-
ion in the RMF,4–14 since it has been suggested that the
quantum states in this system are relevant to the physics of
strongly correlated electron systems such as fractional quan-
tum Hall systems10,15 or high-Tc superconductors.

16 In addi-
tion to this theoretical motivation, recent experimental works
on direct realization of the 2D RMF system also encourage
theoretical and numerical investigations.17,18

From the viewpoint of the nonlinears model, naively, all
states in the RMF system would be localized because the
topological term, proportional to the transverse conductivity
sxy , in the effective Lagrangian vanishes due to no net mag-
netic field. However, Zhang and Arovas11 have argued that
the long-range logarithmic interaction between the topologi-
cal densities leads to a Kosterlitz-Thouless transition from
localized to extended states. In contrast to this theoretical
argument, Aronovet al.12 have shown that the localization
problem of this system can be mapped onto a nonlinears
model with unitary symmetry, which means that all states are
localized. Anothers model for a multichannel random net-
work system also suggests the absence of the mobility edge
in the 2D RMF system.13 Sugiyama and Nagaosa4 have nu-
merically studied this problem at the early stage. They con-
cluded, from a finite-size scaling analysis, that all electronic
states are localized. The same conclusion has been numeri-
cally presented by a two-channel random network model that
is valid within the semiclassical limit.5 However, many of
recent numerical works show the existence of the mobility
edge.6–10Thus the localization problem of this system is now
controversial.

In most of the previous numerical works based on finite-
size scaling analyses, the localization of a 2D electron in a
RMF was examined through electron transport, such as a
conductance or the Lyapunov exponent, instead of an eigen-
state itself. In these numerical calculations, one must treat a
quite long quasi-one-dimensional system. If the system
length is not sufficient, the electron transmission occurs
through several eigenstates whose eigenenergies are close
each other. Therefore the transport properties reflect the su-
perposition of these eigenstates and tend to lead to a conclu-
sion of delocalization. In spite of the advantage that the di-
rect calculation of eigenstates does not have this problem,
there has been no finite-size scaling analysis by using eigen-
states themselves due to the absence of a suitable diagonal-
ization technique that satisfies the following conditions:~i!
One can treat very large matrices,~ii ! it is possible to calcu-
late an eigenvector belonging to a specific eigenvalue that
one needs, and~iii ! calculated eigenvectors have great accu-
racy.

In this paper we compute electron eigenstates of large-
scale 2D systems in the presence of a RMF by employing the
forced oscillator method19,20and clarify whether the delocal-
ization transition exists in this system. At first, eigenstates of
quasi-one-dimensional systems are evaluated by a finite-size
scaling argument and the localization lengths of infinite 2D
system are estimated. The result shows that all states are
localized. Furthermore, we perform an analysis based on the
multifractality of alocalizedwave function. In this multifrac-
tal analysis, the mass exponentst(q) and multifractal spec-
tra f (a) of the eigenstates of systems with square geometry
are calculated. The result of the multifractal analysis also
supports the absence of the extended states.

We study the tight-binding model on a square lattice with
nearest-neighbor hopping described by the Hamiltonian

H52(̂
i j &

u i &expF i 2p

f0
ai j G^ j u1H.c., ~1!

where i and j label the sites on the square lattice,f0
(5hc/e) is the unit of flux quanta, andai j is the line integral
of a random vector potential along the link (i j ). The mag-
netic flux per plaquette is given byf5(hai j , where the
summation runs over four links around a plaquette. The
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value of f for each plaquette is uniformly distributed be-
tween2f0/2 andf0/2. Periodic boundary conditions have
been considered here for both thex and y directions. The
density of states of this system has a single band structure
that is symmetric around the band centerE050 due to a
symmetry between bipartite sublattices, and there is no sin-
gularity in the density of states at the band center.

We have numerically calculated eigenenergies and corre-
sponding wave functions by the forced oscillator method.19,20

This numerical technique enables us to compute eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of a very large matrix. Previously men-
tioned conditions for a suitable diagonalization algorithm
@~i!–~iii !# are all satisfied by using this method. We calculate
first wave functions of long-strip~quasi-one-dimensional!
systems with finite widthsM and lengthsL. The values of
L are chosen to be several tens ofM . Wave functions are
calculated at eight different energies in the region from the
lower band edge2Ed (.23.6) to the band centerE0
(50). We prepared about 15 wave functions in different
magnetic flux configurations for the ensemble average. The
accuracy of each wave function is as high as
A2 /A1.10260, whereA1 is the amplitude of the eigenvector
that we need andA2 is the largest amplitude of mixed
modes.20 The localization lengthlM(E) of the quasi-one-
dimensional system has been calculated from the geometric
mean of wave functionsc(x,y0) for fixed E andM , where
y05*0

M*0
Lyuc(x,y)u2dx dy. Figure 1 shows the values of

lM(E) divided by the strip widthM versusM . The ratio
lM(E)/M is a monotonically decreasing function ofM for
every energy. This suggests that all states in a 2D RMF
system are localized.

A finite-size scaling analysis forlM(E) makes it possible
to test the validity of the single-parameter scaling
hypothesis,1,21 i.e.,

lM~E!

M
5 f S j~E!

M D , ~2!

wherej(E) is the localization length for an infinite 2D sys-
tem. The scaling functionf (x) should behave asf (x)5x for
x!1. By fitting numerically the value ofj for each energy
and the form of the scaling functionf , all data in Fig. 1
collapse to a single~solid! line shown in Fig. 2. This line
approaches the straight linef (x)5x ~shown by the dotted

line! for x!1. The dashed and broken lines indicate the as-
ymptotic forms of the scaling functions forx@1,
f (x)5(2/p)lnx and f (x)5(2/p)Alnx, which are theoreti-
cally predicted if the system belongs to the orthogonal or
unitary class, respectively.12,21The scaling function obtained
numerically is close to the broken line, which suggests that
the present system can be characterized by the unitary en-
semble. The inset of Fig. 2 shows the energy dependence of
the localization lengthj obtained in the least-squares fitting
procedure. In the vicinity of the band edge,j increases as
j5j0e

(E2Ed)/«, wherej050.29 and«50.063. This agrees
well with the result of Ref. 4. Approaching the band center,
the localization length grows more slowly and takes a finite
~but large! value at the band center. Consequently, these re-
sults by the finite-size scaling analysis show that all states in
the 2D RMF system are localized.

In order to confirm the conclusion of the 2D electron lo-
calization in a RMF from another viewpoint, we perform a
multifractal analysis of wave functions. It is supposed that a
localized state with its localization lengthj exceeding the
system sizeL cannot be distinguished from an extended
state. These two states, however, should have some differ-
ences in distributions of amplitudes of the wave functions.
The basic idea we use here is to separate localized states
from extended ones by taking such differences into account.
It is well known that if a system has a mobility edgeEc

amplitudes of the wave function atEc are distributed in a
multifractal manner.22 In analogy to the usual critical phe-
nomena, it is plausible that the distribution of a wave func-
tion that is localized with a localization lengthj or extended
with a correlation lengthj is also multifractal in a scale of
L much smaller thanj.23 Furthermore, the multifractality
does not depend onj or L as long asL!j. In fact, a recent
theoretical study shows that a wave function localized in a
2D disordered system is multifractal if the system sizeL
does not exceed the localization lengthj.24

FIG. 1. Renormalized quasi-one-dimensional localization length
lM /M as a function of the strip widthM for various energies. FIG. 2. Double logarithmic plot of the scaling function as a

function ofj/M . The scaling parameterj is chosen to fit all data in
Fig. 1 onto a universal curve~solid line!. The dotted straight line
shows f (x)5x. The dashed and broken lines indicate
f (x)5(2/p)lnx and f (x)5(2/p)(lnx)1/2, which are asymptotic
forms for x@1 predicted theoretically for the orthogonal and uni-
tary classes, respectively. The energy dependence of the localiza-
tion lengthj is shown in the inset.
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We study the localization properties in terms of the en-
ergy dependence of the mass exponentt(q) characterizing
the multifractality of wave functions. This quantityt(q) is
defined by the relation22

Z~q,l ![(
b

S (
iPb~ l !

uc i u2D q} l t~q!, ~3!

wherec i is the amplitude of the wave function at thei th site
and is normalized as( i uc i u251 ~the summation is taken
over all sites in the whole system!. The first summation in
Eq. ~3! is taken over boxes of a linear sizel into which one
divides the whole system and the second summation over
sites in the box. Forq52, t(2) indicates the system-size
dependence of the inverse participation ratioP as P
}L2t(2). Let us consider the energy dependence oft(2) for
a finite system possessing localized states whose localization
lengths increase monotonically with the energy approaching
the band centerE0 (50). In the vicinity of the band edge,
the value oft(2) is close to zero because the localization
lengthj is much smaller than the system sizeL. Approach-
ing the band center,t(2) increases untilj reaches the scale
L. For j@L, the value oft(2) takes a specific valuet* less
than 2 which is the Euclidean dimension of the system. If all
states are localized,t(2) keeps this valuet* up to the band
center. In contrast, if the system has a mobility edgeEc ,
t(2) could again depend on the energy near the band center.
Since the localization~or correlation! length j of a wave
function is a function ofuE2Ecu, j exceeds the system size
L for uE2Ecu,«L , where«L is the energy satisfying the
relation j(Ec6«L)5L. In this energy regionuE2Ecu,«L ,
t(2) should take the valuet* . In the lower half band, if
Ec1«L,E0, the mass exponentt(2) increases again with
energy toward t(2)52 in the region Ec1«L,E,E0.
Therefore it is possible to distinguish a localized wave func-
tion with the localization length much longer than the system
size from truly extended states.

We have calculated eigenstates of 2D RMF systems with
square geometry (64364, 1283128, and 2563256) by
means of the forced oscillator method.19,20 For each size of
systems, 20 ~for 64364 and 1283128) and 10 ~for
2563256) wave functions were prepared for ensemble aver-
ages. Figure 3 shows the calculatedt(2) as a function of
energy. The mass exponentt(2) takes a small value near the
band edge and increases with energy for every system size.
The t(2)’s reach a constant valuet* at E.22.0
([2E64), 21.5 ([2E128), and21.0 ([2E256) for the
systems ofL564, 128, and 256, respectively, and keep this
value up to the vicinity of the band center. The value oft* is
1.7960.01 independently of the system size. The fact that
t(2) does not depend on the energy for2EL<E,0 implies
the following two possibilities.~a! All electronic states are
localized, whereas localization lengths are longer than the
system sizeL for 2EL,E,EL . ~b! Extended states exist,
but the correlation lengthsj exceed the sizeL in all the
metallic regionuEu,Ec . We cannot exclude possibility~b!
by our multifractal analysis. However, even in case~b!, the
mobility edgeEc should be less thanEL/2 because the length
j is a function of uE2Ecu. Our numerical result for
L5256 givesE25651.0, which means that the mobility edge
would exist within the range 0<Ec<0.5, even ifEc exists.

The mobility edges predicted by previous numerical works
take values around 3.0.6–9 The smallest value of them, as far
as we know, isEc52.4.7 Even our largest possible mobility
edge (Ec50.5) is much less than this value. Considering this
situation and our result by the finite-size scaling, we believe
that the energy dependence oft(2) shows case~a!, namely,
all states are localized. These behaviors of the mass exponent
have been observed also for other values ofq.

In Fig. 3, t(2) only at the band center takes a value
slightly less thant* . This implies that the wave function at
the band center has a fractality different from other energy
states. In order to demonstrate this more clearly, we calcu-
lated multifractal spectraf (a) obtained fromt(q) through
the relation f (a)5qa2t(q), where a5]t(q)/]q. We
found, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3, that the multifractal
spectraf (a) of wave functions at energies other than the
band center collapse to a single functionf * (a), whereas
f (a) at the band center has a curve different fromf * (a).
This fact clearly shows that the distribution of the wave
function at the band center is qualitatively different from
those of other states. We guess that the origin of the different
fractality is due to the symmetry of the bipartite lattices.

In conclusion, we studied the localization properties of
noninteracting 2D electrons in a RMF by means of direct
calculations of eigenstates. The results by both the finite-size
scaling and the multifractal analyses show that all states are
localized. Kalmeyer and Zhang10 have shown that the in-
verse participation ratioP of the 2D RMF system depends
on the system sizeL asP}L21.5 and they have concluded
the existence of extended states. This result, meaning
t(2)51.5, is qualitatively consistent with our result of
t*51.79. We, however, consider that the fact thatt* ,2 is
evidence of the localization. Kawarabayashi and Ohtsuki14

have recently analyzed electronic states of the RMF system
by simulating quantum diffusion processes. They found that
the exponenta characterizing an autocorrelation function
C(t) of the diffusion asC(t)}t2a takes a value of 0.9 re-
gardless of energies in the vicinity of the band center. Since
t(2)52a,25 their result shows thatt(2) (51.8) does not
depend on the energy, which agrees quite well with results

FIG. 3. Mass exponentt(2) as a function of the energy for
systems with square geometry (s, 64364; j, 1283128; n,
2563256). Error bars only forL5128 are indicated. The inset
shows the multifractal spectraf (a) for the system ofL5256. Error
bars show typical errors at three representative points.
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by our multifractal analysis. They claim from this result that
all states near the band center are critical. This conclusion,
however, conflicts with our finite-size scaling analysis and
with the fact that the energyEL at whicht(2) starts to con-
verge tot* depends on the system sizeL. It is natural to
interpret that localized states are observed on a scale much
less than the localization length. All these numerical facts
suggest localized states in the whole band.

We would like to acknowledge T. Nakayama, T. Yoshi-
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